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Losses of neutral beam injected fast ions due to adiabaticity breaking processes
in a Field-Reversed Configuration

Toshiki Takahashi, KoJi Inoue, Naotaka Iwasawa *, Takashi Ishizuka, and Yoshionii Kondoh

Department of Electronic Engineering, Gunma University, Kiryu, Gunma 3 76-8515, Japan

* Satellite Venture Business Laboratory, Gunma University, Kiryu, Gunma 3 76-8515 Jpan

Losses of neutral beam (NB) injected fast ions from the confinement region of a Field-Rcversed Configuration (FRC)

with a strong magnetic mirror are numerically analyzed for parameters relevant to NI3 injection experiments on the FIX FRC

injection experiment) device [T. Asai et al., Phys. Plasmas 7 2294 2000)]. Ionization processes of beam pticles re

calculated by the Monte Carlo method. The confinement of beam ions is discussed with the concept of accessible regions hat

restrict the ion excursion and are determined from two constants of motion, the kinetic energy and canonical mi-LikirI

momentum i the case of an axisymmetric and a steady state FRC without an electrostatic field. From the clculation f he

accessible regions. it is fund that all the fast ions suffer from the orbit loss on the wall surface andlior h crid loss. SI�_-I�:

particle orbits are also calculated to find a difference of confinement properties from the results hN eploying h ;icccs.,,Ih1C

regions. The magnetic moment is observed to show non-adiabatic motions of the beam ions, which cause a gradual orbit loss

on the wall even i a case that a strong magnetic mirror is applied. The results show that the correlation of the niagnetic

moment disappears as the fast ions experience the density gradient around the separatrix surface and the field-null points.

1. INTRODUCTION The experiment of neutral beam (NI3) injection into 

Field-Reversed Configurations' (FRCs) have no FRC was started at the FIX (FRC iection experiment)

appreciable toroidal field and are self-sustained by the device 5in order to improve the confinements, and sonic IC",
6- "' The NI3 injection prol(1111S Up 0

toroidal plasma current. Consequently, their plasma beta is results are obtained . t,

extremely high. The averaged beta value �,6) is in the range 240 the e-folding FRC lifetime,"' ad a stahihz�jtion

0.82-0.92, which is estimated from the mechanism induced by NI3 injection proNih1v rCLILICCS thc

relation- 13) - I -r 2 and the experimental results of level of global motion ... it is possibility of niproC111clit ol

X, (the ratio of the separatrix radius r, to the wall radius r. confinements. Electron hring is also oscr\ed bv dic

heing in the range 0.4-0.6.' The synchrotron radiation loss Thomson scattering diagnostics.'' It is interesting to sudy a

that is a dominant energy loss mechanism in a high deposition power density to electrons and its influence n

temperature fusion plasma is mitigated in this high beta FRC global behavior.

plasma. The conceptual design study of a D_3 He fueled FRC In order to understand the effect of the NI3 injectio on

fusion reactor, ARTEMIS3,4, is based on an elegant global characteristics of FRC a detailed analysis o lcam

utilization of surplus power. The toroidal plasma current of ion motion is necessary. High-energetic beam ions fn

the FRCs, which sustains a poloidal magnetic field for travel the open mirror region, i.e., outside the separatrix.

plasma confinement, however, soon decays due to an Thus the beam ion confinement depends o the strength of

anomalous resistivity'. Therefore, improvement of particle, magnetic mirror. Therefore, a study of beam ion otion '111

momentum and energy confinements is a key issue for the various equilibria of FRC i particular a coniptwitI011 kill

fusion application. Also, technologies of external inputs of beam ion trap i different magnetic irror. is orcat

particle, omentum ad energy should be developed to importance. In Refs 6 ad 7 the trapped frictio o hcam

SLI',Llill the FRC plasma at steady state. ions was numerically calculated. Asai's work showed its
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dependency on the mirror ratio Rm it is increasing up to 111. Section IV is devoted to summarize conclusions.

100 as Rm - 9 A definite description of the trapped

duration time of beam ions in an FRC, however, is not II. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

shown in both Refs. 6 and 7 The collisionless pitch angle The calculation is carried out in order to crnparc with

scattering in the vicinity of X-point causes a non-adiabatic the NB iection experiment on the FIX device. Te

ion motion, and resultantly the ion orbit becomes ergodic as computational model of NI3 injection into the FRC is

it passes through the neighborhood of X-point.'2' " Since the schematically drawn in FIG. 1. The NB particle goes long

stochastic beam ions can travel all over an accessible region the direction of diamagnetic plasma current; it is the positive

and thus are gradually lost fom the Mror end throat or wall direction along the azimuthal Cordinate in the present case.

surface, the definition of beam ion confinement time is The NB is injected at an angle of 0 toward the _,"orneti ic

indispensable to estimate effects of NI3 injection. Recently, axis (i.e., the z-axis), and it is shifted from the xis by 

using a Monte Carlo code, Lifschitz et al. showed lengthb . Although in the FIX experiment the NI3 pticles

numerically the driven current, power and momentum are dispersed in the Gaussian distribution around the heam

transferred to FRCs by NI3 injection. 14 In their equilibrium ax iS,7 a straight and non-dispersed bearn path is assuined in

model, the Grad-Shafranov equation is solved only inside the Present calculation. To discuss the effect the injeclioll

the scparatrix, and the approximated form is employed for angleo on the beam ion confinement, three vpic;il inicclion

the outer field. Therefore, the fast ion motion in the angles are applied. Parameters used here are shown in

magnetic Mirror field is difficult to discuss with their model. TABLE 1. These parameters are almost the same as those of

Furthermore, they calculated for the tangential NB injection the experimental setup oil the FIX device except the length

(i.e., the beam path is perpendicular to the geometric axis) at of the confinement region (1.8 m for the FIX case).

the midplane; injection geometry is the same as the

ARTEMIS design and different from the FIX's arrangement. A. Ionization of neutral beam

Since an experimental report on tangential NB injection is NB particles are ionized by the following three

unavailable so far, a comparison with experimental results is processes:

impossible and validity of numerical calculation is never 1) the charge exchange,

estimated. In the present paper, a numerical computation of 2) the direct ionization due to an impact of pasniii

beam ion motion in the FRC equilibria with different mirror particle (i.e., an ion or in electron).

ratio, which is similar to the FIX experiment, is carried out 3) the indirect ionization through the cxcil�j(ion

to show a non-adiabaticity exhibited i the NB injected fast processes.

ion motion: it causes deleterious orbit loss on the wall The dominant ionization process is the charge.exchangc In

surface ven if we apply the strong magnetic mirror field to order to consider the excitation process, a two-step

reduce the end loss. Adetailed analysis with respect to rapid calculation is necessary, which complicates the calculation.

changes of magnetic moment due to non-uniformity of FRC Moreover, since the cross-section of excitation process is

plasma is provided. much smaller than others, therefore we neglect this: the

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 11, we charge exchange and direct ionization process are taken into

will describe our calculation model and explain the beam ion account in the present calculation. The interactions between

loss criteria using the concept of accessible region. Results plasma particles and beam particles are calculated b a use

from the numerical calculations of the particle motion and of the Monte Carlo method. In this scheme, a iization

discussion on the beam ion loss due to the adiabaticity event takes place when the inequality

breaking pocess of beam ion motion are presented in Sec. n 0, (V r � r At
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,q 3 -is satisfied. Here, the quantities n and V, are the number la, + aip + aip a Pill a
P(lp (3)

density for a species of impacting particle, such as plasma b ep(blq, Pokil q ) q 0

ions, and the absolute value of relative velocity between an where a s and b s are coefficients which are set so as the

NB particle and the ipacting plasma particle, respectively. current density and Pressure at the separatrix o Connect

The total ionization cross-section cy equals (3,, +Udi smoothlv. Therefore, we apply the conditions:

and (ji are the charge exchange cross-section and Pin (� = = n

the direct ionization cross-section, respectively. The OP in Id ip 11P=0 dp,,., I dp

experimental ata for 0,c, between a hydrogen atom and its

ion including the pair of deuterium atom and deuterium ion) d 2Pin I dq 2 d 2 P (U I P

is chosen from Refs. 15-24 and those fCdialre cited from

Refs. 17 ad 25-27 for the ion impact and Refs.28-31 for the Also, we give the values of pressure at the separatrix nd

electron impact. The impact energy dependence of the wall. One degree of freedom remains to he specific[ find

cross-seclion is expressed by several analytical curves; each this controls the equilibrium state. The flux function t the

of them is iven in an appropriate energy range so as to fit wall is given by

well to the experimental data. The time interval Ai for q, W < !5

,ocneration of random numbers is short enough that the value Rill +I z - Z'I - '/� . + Co." jr Z > C

)i,, At i less than uity and is long enough to reduce 2 zn)ir ZC 

th clculation time. Thus we choose (4)

At 0.01 Here, z n. is the axial length from the midplaric to the

rillull"07)NE1 mirror end, i.e., the half length of the confinement region,

where n,nI, fill and ZNB are the number dnsity at the zis the axial position at which the mirror field critically

field-null 0-point, the reference cross-section (i.e., influences, and R 01 is a control parameter for the irror rtio

I-OxIO-"' m2 that nearly equals the value ofor,, at the defined by the formRI, 0j0('_-z.iJ/4',vj . The flux function

inipact energy of 10 keV), and the speed of NB particle. The on the mirror end plane (i.e., z = Z n ) satisfiesotp l- o

32un i form random number � is generated by the M-sequence , An example of contour lines for the obtained flux fUnCtio is

which supplies a good uniformity to generate the random shown in FIG. 2 In order to equate the obtained ild

numbers. Strength with the experimental one- the flux function on he

wall and midplane i/l. is estimated here from the air-,

B. Equilibrium relation that is used i the excluded flux aWllVSiS:

The dnsity n, which is used in the inequality (1), is (1-2
z,0,, rB. dr - B- 11

estimated from the total pressure p = ij, niT - nT , 2 2

where T is the plasma temperature assumed to be uniform in Strictly, the magnetic field B- is non-uniform in the %vicinity

the present study. The FRC equilibria are obtained by of the separatrix. The non-uniformity, however, is

solving the Grad-Shafranov equation for the flux function ip: concentrated in a thin edge layer. Thus an error arose from

j) (I jj1p + a2lp 2 dP the above estimation is safely small. Moreover, in order fr
(2)

Or r r dZ 2 d�p the pressure profile in the edge layer to coincide with the

Usin( the symmetry ip(r.z) P(,,--) , we solve Eq. 2 experimental results from the FIX device seen in Ref. 33. the

in 7 a The pressure p as a function of is given as separatrix beta value and width of edge layer o the

follows: midplane are set to 0.53 and cm respectively.
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C. Beam ion motion V�K P, Iq - % (9)

After suffering from the ionization process, the jqj

NI3 particles then become high-energy beam ions and start a Therefore, depending on the two constants of motion K nd

gyrating motion. The kinetic energy K - (I 2V 2 and P,, the shape of accessible region is found to he ope or

canonical angular momentum P,9 -inv,9r+qip are close at the mirror point oward outsid h cfinement

determined by the initial position and velocity at the instance system and to be contacting r ot to be contijctim- with e

o inization. These wo quantities are constants of motion wall. Four typical calculated accessible regions f fs ins

in the axisvnimetric FRC without the electric field and at a are presented in FIG 3 An ion with high K but sall P, hs

steady state. With a use of the two constants of motion, two loss channels, the end and wall loss, as seen in FIG. 3 ;i).

beam ion accessibility is restricted in the region where the An ion with lower K and the same P, as the case f FIG. 3

inequality (a) becomes to have only the end loss channel. On the other

K U Z) (P, - q 0 (r, Z))2 (6) hand, an ion with a positive and large P, is inaccessible to

2mr the mirror point [see FIG. 3 (c & dfl.

is satisfied, where Urz) is the effective potential known The loss criteria described i Eqs. (8 ad 9) are vlid r

as the St6rnier potentia 114 . This region is referred to as the perfectly stochastic ions (i.e., the ergodic ions). However, it

accessible region"'2- ' -5. The NB particles are assumed to beam ion with the open accessible region is ot ways lost

be mono-energetic in the present study, and then the values- because of the adiabatic otion and irror conl'incnicni.

of K re the same for all the test beam ions. On the other Therefore, it is ncessary to calculate the orbit (it' h�jm "11

hand. the values of P, are distributed, because the initial for a detailed discussion. An NB iected fast ion orhi is

azimuthal velocity v, and both the position and flux traced by a numerical integration of equation of motion:

function q, are dermined randomly by the probabilistic dvM - = q(v x B).
ionization process. Therefore, the accessible regions are dt

different among every test particles. The accessible region The electrostatic field is neglected in the present calculation.

can he used fr estimation of the confinement of fast ions. If We employ the Adams ethod for the numerical itegration

the region is open to the mirror throat, the particle is able to of Eq. 10)i

travel to the mirror point. Thus it may sometimes suffer from Suppose that a beam ion exhibits regular, integrahle or

the end loss. Let us describe the end loss criterion. The adiabatic behavior and does not strike against the wall

radial position r j,, of the bottom forlthe effective potential before the first bounce at the magnetic mirror. It cn e

u (. --)on the mirror end plane (i.e., z = zmi, ) is the solution confined even in the case of the open or wll cntaclim-,

to accessible region. We showed that plasma ions i h cdoc

region of FRC, however, suffer from the adiahaticitv
PI Iq OrZnir (7)

breaking process at the vicinity of field-null x-points."

Note that we consider the case that ip 2 0 inside the The magnetic moment It = (I 2 V2 /B.jumps ahruptly its

separatrix. The end loss criterion is then written it passes through the x-points, and is changed to another

K �: ( - �p(rin 7Zmir )Y- (8) nearly constant value. We also showed in Rcf. 35 thid
2

2mrMin plasma ions confined inside the scparatrix tend to b i 

The beam ions with the accessible region contacting with the stochastic motion. Therefore, observation of the ma,lnetic

wall m also uffer fm the wall loss. The wall loss moment and a study f statistical properties of the ahrupt

criterion is change of magnetic moment are important to show the beam

ion confinement and estimate the effects of NB in'ection on
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heating and current drive, etc. after the maximum ionization point, because the ionization

frequency is lower in higher ipact eergy range. Although

Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION we assume mono-energetic NB particles here. vlues of te

['allowing the explanation of computational procedure, the canonical angular momentum are distributed "is show in

calculation of position and velocity at an instance of FIGs. 4(c) and 5(c). Sine e the bam ion loss criteria given In

ionization of NB particle is carried out. Then, we will be Eqs. (8) and 9 depend on the vlue P the distribution

able to iscuss confinement of the beam ions using the of P gives the confined beam ion fraction with a use of the

concept of accessible region. Assuming the ergodic orbits, concept of accessible regions.

\kc classifY the oss channels without the orbit calculation.

For a detailed discussio o adiabaticity in the beam ion B. Accessible regions and velocity space particle loss of'

inotion, orbits of the beam ions are calculated. high energy ions

We described the loss criteria in Sec. 1I.C; they dpend oil

A. Ionization the two constants of motion, the kinetic energ K ind

We compute the ionization process of NB particles by the canonical angular rnomentumP,. As we described before,

Monte Carlo ethods The number of test particles is 10,000, though K is a fixed value, values of P re distributed: he

which is niany enough to reduce a statistical error. Injection distribution is determined by the condition at the instance of

bea ergies are 3 and 10 kcV in the present case. More ionization. Therefore, the velocity space pticle losses 36 3 7

general specification of energy is to use a normalized energy. of fast ions can be found from Eqs. (8) arid 9 WithOL11

When K, =_ q2 lipw 12 / (nir�) is chosen as the reference calculating an orbit of a fast ion. TABLE 11 shows thc

value of energy, the ormalized energiesK IK(, , are 0707 classification of confinement and losses of ncutral hean)

for 3 kcV and 236 for 10 keV, where the flux function on injected fast ions, which is ade using the criteria of Eqs.

the wll laid midplane1q),. lis easily transformed into the (8) and 9 The number of test particles is written in this

external marionette fieldBxwith the aid of Eq. (5). The table. It is found that both 3-keV and 10-keV is SLIffer

values in Eq. (5), B,.,,i-.andx,, areO.05T,0.4mandO.58, from orbit losses on the wall and also found that o fs ins

respectively. In FIG. 4 for 3 kcV and FIG. for 10 keV, the are confined. Note that all the beam ions are lost, if thev

histograms of the number of tst NB particles N with respect exhibit stochastic behavior in their otion. All the 3-kcV

to the hearn pth lengths the flux function ip the canonical ions ae end lost at R,, of 2 However, the number ofend loss

angular momentum PI, and the azimuthal velocity v ae ions decrease suddenly i the case that R,=4. Oil the other

show i order to find a detail of interaction between NB hand, the sudden decrease is found for the 10-kcV in in

and plasma particles and to find the initial condition of the the case that R=6 A higher mirror field is found to hc

beam ion motion. effective to reduce the end loss, its fctiveness is

It appears from FGs. 4(d) and 5(d) that large fraction of dependent on the beam energy. Oil the contrarv to te cnd

particles ls ionized when they carry the largest azimuthal loss, the wall loss is out of control y the mirror fiCILI: it is

vcl()ciiv. Therefore, the most frequent ionization occurs on controllable only by the injection beam energy. It is

the x-axis in FIG. 1, i.e., the most aacent position to the necessary to use NB particles carrying less hn 3-keV in

geometric axis. The NB particles enter the separatrix inside order to suppress the wall loss. Suppose that the vues of

at of about 1.0 m and go out at s of about 1.8 m. Compared P. range from 0.1 to 02 as shown in FIG. (c). Using the

with the 10-keV particles, the 3-keV particles are ionized criterion of Eq. 9), we find that the NB in ection less han

frequently efore they reach the maximum ionization point. 2.3-2.7 keV energy is needed for confinement of fast ions in

However, ore than 50 % of 10-keV particles still remain the FIX's case.
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vicinity of the x-points. Therefore, we might consider that n

C. End and wall losses due to adiabaticity breaking FRC is a source of the non-adiabatic motion of the fst ions.

processes Because of the non-adiabatic motion of fast ions, these ilis

Varying the value of R, i.e., changing the mirror ratio, we are lost gradually on the wall surface or from the mirrm

calculated various FRC equilibria so as to show confinement point. Figure 9 shows that the confined fast ion fraclion ll

dependences of fast ions on the mirror ratio. Single particle percentages observed at their each mirror rlection. Thc

orbits in prescribed FRC equilibria are calculated. Initial injection angle is the same s the FIX experimeni

conditions of the calculation are given from the results of (i.e., 19.3' ). Here, Nm stand,, for the numher (if ml0f

ionization processes by the Monte Carlo method. Nmerical reflection. nection beam energies re (a 3 (b) 10 final (c)

error of the itegratio i checked using a conservation of 14 keV. The mirror reflection is dcfined hr as

two constants of motion, K ad P,. The deviations V11(t + At). V11(t) -, 0 and qt + At , (),

rK K(t - K(O) E pH �_ pH P (0) where At is the time interval for umerical itegration of the

K (0) Po (0) equation of motion. Except for the case of R11 of 2 the

are less than 10 "' for all cases, which are small enough to 3-keV ions are confined well till Nm = 1. For hioher cnerg�

obtain reliable results. Figure 6 shows the typical orbits of NB injection as shown in FIG. 9(b) and (c), however, the

(a) 3-keV and (b) 10-keV fast ions in the FRC equilibrium confined faction a decreases for every value of R,,, I ss

with Ry, of 10. Radial extent for 10-keV fast ion orbit is than 10 of fast ions remain in the confinement ssteiii

apparently wider than for the 3-keV ion. In e present case, atNm =10.

however, the 3-keV ion goes into the mirror region deeper. It One can find that for the 10-keV ions the est confinement

is found visually that the 10-keV ion at last suffers from the is not in the case of R, = o but Rl, = 8 . This suggests that the

orbit loss on the wall. On the other hand, the 3-keV ion is effects of mirror field on the IO-keV bcarn in confillcilicill

confined up to the end of the orbit calculation are saturated WRY, =8. Accessible regions of 10-kcV Mils

t file I i = I 0 , where wi q I ) Mr. . Both the become close at the mirror points for the c " is c

IO-keV ad 3-keV ions are found to bounce axially several that R, = and 10 as shown in FIG. 3 (c). Therefore, 

times in the mirror region. Also, one can find easily that the stronger magnetic mirror than R,, is iffective lo the

ions cross frequently the separatrix. This implies that the fast suppression of the end losses. On the other hand, the wll

ions often feel a sharp variation of the magnetic field. loss on the midplane is independent of the mgnetic mirror.

Adiabaticity of plasma particle motion originates in the because the criterion Eq. 9) is independent of the nia-iieficn

negligible change of the magnetic field in one cyclotron mirror. Therefore, for the case of RY, of both and IO, te

motion. Fast ions in FRCs, however, travel in the end loss is completely suppressed a the difference

nonuniform field, and thus are subject to adiabaticity between them arises from the frequency ofth wl] loss. The

breaking processes. Observation of the magnetic moment result of largera forRY =and 10-keV ions show i F6

call how clearly the processes. Time evolutions of the 9(b) implies that the number of \vall loss ions (ILIC to orhii

magnetic oment are presented in FIG. 7(a) for the 3-keV deflection by adiabaticity breaking processes is lesser or ilic

ion nd FIG. 8(a) for the 10-keV ion, and the synchronous case of R,1 of than for IO. The frequency of the wall loss

flux function (b ad positions (c) are also presented. The may depend on the magnetic structure and statistical

magnetic moment 'umps when the fast ion crosses the property of the beam ion motion.

separatrix or passes near the x-points. This is because In order to clarify the non-adiabatic motion of bam ins.

non-uniformity of the magnetic field is considerable inside we observe the correlations of the magnetic moment at the

the separatrix rather than outside the separatrix except in the mirror reflection. The esults are shown i FIG. 10. Since ie
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magrictic moment keeps early constant around the Mirror (i.e., r = and z = ). The confined 14-keV ion fraction r is

reflection point [see FGs 7 and 8], the point is chosen for shown in FIG. 11. For both the iection angl of

observation of the magnetic moment in the present study. (a)8.09'and (b)11.3', a decreases more rapidly hn foi

The horizontal axis of each figure is the magnetic moment at the case of 19.3' in FIG. 9 (c). The current experimenial

the first mirror reflection IiI , and the Vertical axis is the one setup of NB injection on the FIX device is found to lie more

at (a)(b) the second It, , (c) (d) the third 13, and (e) (f) the effective than our prametric choice.

fourth , of the reflection. The 3-keV ions a shown in To make a comparison of the current result with the

FiGs. 10 (a), (c) and (e) and the 10-keV ions are shown in experiment carried out o the FIX device, let us definc a

Ms. 10 (b), (d) and (f). Note that if the magnetic moment is dimensionless effectiveness parameter. The ensembic

conserved completely, the plotted points should be on the averaged number of the axial one-way otion ntil the hcani

straight line it = t,, It, and It,. If It, correlates with U21 U31 ions are lost are calculated as

and it,, the eighboring points in /t, are potted also at the (x(Nm - I)- a(Nm

nei ,hboring points in INM 1009 P- 13, and 14 Consequently, if the

magnetic moments are correlated, we can see a series of If w assume the effects of tile NB i is

correlated points visually as a connected curve; it is shown proportional to the averaged trapped duration of licam ion,;.

as a waving curve in FIGs. 10(a), (c), and (e) for the case of we can estimate the effectiveness of NB injection

3-kcV ions, and i FIG. 10 (a) alone fr 10-keV ions. On the qualitatively by the value of (N, The comparison with the

other hand, the waving curve disappears in FIG. 10 (d) and experimental results reporte i Ref 6 is mde in FIG. I 2.

(f) for the 10-keV ions, and thus the correlation of the To compare with Ref 6 RYI should be transformed ito te

magnetic oment vanishes because of the adiabaticity customary mirror ratio R Assuming a uiform ma-(,metic

breaking processes. Due to this perfect stochastization, the field both on the midplanc and outside the separatrix , d

fast ion orbits become ergodic. Therefore, the loss criteria on the mirror end throat Bm , the CUS10mary mirror
Eqs. (8) and 9 by the concept of accessible regi ratio Rm =_ B / B,, is R -1 2 )1? TNpical x

ions are , ,, . I Ill OU1,

v:ilid. Note that o cnfined beam ions are found in TABLE calculation is about 0.58, then Rm - 0.67Rq, The mirror mt io

11 for the iection beam energy of 10 keV, This result is dependence on N,) for I - and 14-keV ions and the rtio f

consistent with the fact a - as NM increases as shown in the configuration life time T, with and without NB ijection

FIG. 9 In Ref 6 the trapped fraction of beam ions are shown in Ref. 12 are presented. The beam energy is 14 kV

shown, where ore than 60% of beam ions have been found in the case of Ref. 12. The effectiveness parameter N, ) fr

to be trapped. This result is different from the present one. 10- and 14-keV ions are gradually increased s the mirror

The difference may arise from the condition to judge the ratio goes higher. The value of (N, ) for 10-keV, however is

confinement of beam ions. The trapped duration time of saturated at RM 5 It seems that (N,) keeps rising

beam ion mav be different, although no dfinite description in R 7 From this figure, a higher magnetic field i found

of the trapped duration time of trap is provided in Ref 6 to be more effective to trap the fast ins, although they fire

Dependency of the confined beam ion fractions on the lost on the wall eventually. The degree of its effectiveness i.,,.

inicction an-leo is also examined. This study supplies a however, dependent on the beam cnergy. Tle SLICICICII

proposal for ore effective NI3 injection. The two other increase of the effect of NB injection is observcd

injection angles are chosen: for the case that 809 the experimentally at R =8 it may be resulted from a

bearn i directed toward the field-null O-point i, the nonlinear electromagnetic effect. It is difficult to explai he

ma nctic axis), and for the case that = 13, the beam is abrupt increase in improvement of confinement at R 8 %,9

directed toward the center of confinement region the present analysis. A self-consistent electromagnetic nd
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hearn ion kinetic model is needed to predict an experimental FIX experiment is also observed in the present calculation.

behavior. however, a detailed analysis on such as the power eposition,

heating, Crent drive, and stabilization, remains to he

IV. CONCLUSIONS carried out in a near future.
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Tables

Table 1. Geometry, plasma, and NB parameters.

Parameters Symbols Values

Incident angle 8.09, 11.3 and 19.3 degree

Impact parameter b 0.1 m

Beam energy E, 3, 10, and 14 keV

External magnetic field Bcx 0.05 T

Plasma temperature T=T,+T� 150 (100+50 eV

Number density at O-point n 5.0 X 10 11)m 3

Wall radius r. 0.4 m

Half length of confinement region Zinir 2.0 m

Table 11. Classification of ionization processes of NB particles and of confinement ad losses of ast ions.

3 kV 10 keV

R11, 2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 1

Charge exchange 8,510 8,582 8,479 8,457 8,480 7,973 7,938 7,886 7,901 7,906

Ionization by ions 13 10 16 14 10 602 651 662 628 644

Ionization bv electrons 1,477 1,404 1,499 1,521 1,501 1,394 1,357 1,370 1,367 1,342

Total ionized particles A 10,000 9,996 9,994 9,992 9,991 9,969 9,946 9,918 9,896 9,892

Confined ions 0 0 0 0 0

End lost ions 0 0 0 0 0

Wall lost ions 7,102 7,984 8,410 8,523 0 6,476 8,343 8�1 I

End wll lost ions [(,00( 2,894 2,010 1,582 1,468 9,969 9,946 3,442 1.553 974

Wall striking particles 4 6 8 9 3 54 104 0�

Total tc,,t piwicicsA+13 M(00 1(,O(( 1(,O(( 1(,O(( 10,000 I ('00( I 0((( 1(,((( I I

10
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of NB injection geometry. A NB particle is injected obliquely at an angle of to the geometric axis

and with an impact parameter of b .
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FIG. 2. The contour lines ofthe normalized flux function ip llip� I in the r-z plane for the case of(a)R,, 2 and (b) R,�, 10

The contour itervals are 002 for inside the separatrix and 02 for outside the se aratrix. The normalized separatrixP
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FIG. 3 Four typical accessible rgions for relatively high-energy ions. The kinetic energy K and the canonical al"Llial

momentum P, are (a) K / K, = 0.5 and P, P,, = 0.005 , (b) K K, = 04 and P P,, = 0.005 , (c) K / K, = 0605 nd

P, IP,,, =0.1 and (d) KIK, =0.5 and P. IP,, =0. . The reference values for ormalization, K, ad P re

K, = q 2 I ,, 12 / (m 2 and P,,, si q The flux function on the wall and midplane I p,. I is transforme ito the c1cri1;jl

magnetic field B,,, with the aid of Eq. (5). In all the cases, R,, 10 .
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